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In this whitepaper 
you will learn:
■      Results of an industry-wide 

content acceleration technology 
“bake-off”

■      The benefits of middle-mile  
optimization on content  
acceleration technologies

■      The testing methodologies  
and approach we used when 
comparing providers

■      Independent third-party  
corroboration of the  
test results

Abstract
This whitepaper is a detailed look into the methods and results of a  
performance comparison test carried out during a 38-hour period and  
covered in the published whitepaper by the Enterprise Strategy Group,  
“Limelight Orchestrate Performance: Accelerating the Delivery of Dynamic  
Content Across the Middle-Mile.” Throughout this paper, we will explain 
the testing purpose, methodologies, and results in an effort to expose how  
middle-mile optimization within content delivery networks leads to better  
overall content delivery performance as well as why Limelight out-performed 
the competition for content download resulting from middle-mile optimization. 
For a third-party validation of these tests and a business understanding  
of the importance of performance, please read the published whitepaper 
referenced above. You can also visit Appendix A of this paper to see  
independent, third party corroboration of our conclusions.

Test Details
Background
Online users today expect an instantaneous experience. In fact, Google  
cites that an extra 500 milliseconds in load time results in a 20% drop in  
traffic1. But this expectation isn’t limited to computers. Mobile users expect 
desktoplike quality every time they access a web application or web site.  
And rich Internet applications and websites that include live and video  
on demand depend more and more on the ability to deliver dynamic,  
personalized content.

Our testing was based on the premise that all dynamic websites and web  
applications are made up of two components:

■            Frameworks—the programming language that is responsible for rendering 
the page. In most cases, this is HTML and represents the first object requested 
by and sent to a browser when a website is loaded. The framework dictates 
what other resources are needed to make up the page.

■            Resources—the “elements” of a webpage that might include images, 
JavaScript, stylesheets, and video.

The HTML used in dynamic websites is typically uniquely generated for each 
user that accesses the website. Therefore, dynamic pages either need to be 
fetched from the origin each time a page is used, or they are updated very 
frequently. Furthermore, a browser can only download resources (images,  
JavaScript, stylesheets, etc.) after the HTML framework has been downloaded, 
because the HTML describes which resources are needed to make up  
the page. It is therefore imperative that the HTML arrives as quickly as possible, 
so that the delivery of additional resources is not delayed.
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The need to download and render frameworks quickly is exacerbated by a growing trend on the web—increased size 
of dynamic web experiences. As indicated in Figure 1 below, from February 2013 to February 2014 has seen a steady 
increase in download size equating to a 30% overall bump.

We can deduce two things from this data. First is that as a component of the download, HTML frameworks are getting 
larger. Second is that because frameworks are getting larger (inferring an average of 30%), there is an increased need 
to deliver the framework faster as the remaining amount of the download cannot proceed until that framework has 
been delivered.

Methodology
Based on the growth of HTTP transfer size and the  
growing complexit y of dynamic websites, we  
approached the test with one primary criteria—the 
test object had to be big enough to require multiple 
round trips to the origin. The reason for this was simple: 
if the object fit into one round-trip then the test was 
not going to illustrate middle mile optimization (i.e.,  
no need to optimize TCP/ IP window-sizing, no need  
to optimize connections with the content origin, etc.). 
Using that primary requirement of object round-
trip, we developed a test to measure a network or  
provider’s ability to:

■      Receive a request for a dynamic object from a test 
agent

■      Transmit the origin and fetch the required resource

■      Offload the resource from the CDN to the test 
agent3

Purpose
The purpose of the test was to measure the benefits that 
middle-mile optimization could have on the speed of de-
livery of dynamic HTML objects. We wanted to analyze 
the elements in the transaction journey that occur through 
the middle mile, which might jeopardize a consistent user 
experience when a website includes dynamic content. As 
part of that exploration, we also wanted to understand 
how well our own network and middle-mile optimizations 
compared to some of the other, leading solutions.

A Note on Mobile
This test is especially germane to mobile web experiences 
where consumer expectations are similar to desktop4 but 
variable-bandwidth environments can cause even more 
issues with delivery. Although our test did not specif ically 
target users on mobile devices, the methodology focused 
on the CDNs ability to accelerate the collection and de-
livery of dynamic content from a website origin, af ter the 
CDN has received the request. This is a process that will 
take place for mobile and desktop users alike, making 
the findings relevant for mobile browsing.
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What Is the 
Transaction Journey?
The Transaction Journey describes 
the complete round-trip of a 
browser request and all the  
systems that touch it during the 
response. In a typical example, a 
transaction journey is as follows:

■     User opens browser and enters 
a URL to a web object (or clicks 
a hyperlink embedded within a 
web object, to request another).

■    The hostname in the request  
is resolved to a destination  
address by DNS providers.  
The address is returned to  
the browser.

■    The browser issues a request 
for the object to the destination 
address.

■    The system at the destination 
receives the request and 
processes it. This processing 
could include fetching multiple 
elements (i.e., data from a  
database, scripts from a third 
party provider, etc.) as part of 
the response. A good example 
of this system is a web server.

■    Each object needed to fulfill  
the request is fetched from its  
location. That location could  
be a local/remote origin, a  
database server, a cache, etc.

■    The requested object is returned 
to the processing destination.

■    The processing destination then 
returns the object to the original 
requestor.

■    The object is rendered in the 
user’s browser.

Testing Criteria
For this test, we compared the following providers and offerings:

■          Akamai Aqua Dynamic Site Acceleration (http://www.akamai.com/html/
solutions/dynamic_site_accelerator.html)

■      Amazon CloudFront Dynamic Content Delivery (http://aws.amazon.com/
cloudfront/dynamic-content/)

■      Edgecast Whole Site Acceleration (http://www.edgecast.com/solutions/ 
whole-site-acceleration/)

■      Fastly Delivery Accelerator (http://www.fastly.com/products/delivery-accelerator)

■      Limelight Orchestrate Performance (http://www.limelight.com/services 
orchestrate-performance.html)

Each of the CDNs was compared against the following elements of the transaction 
journey that occur through, or are impacted by, the middle-mile:

■      Response time to the requested object

■      Time-to-first-byte

■      Time to content download

To carry out this testing, we selected one representative web site and subjected it 
to a Gomez backbone test. The intention was to determine the ability of multiple 
CDN providers to accelerate the delivery of a single non-cacheable, dynamic 
object across the middle mile in four global regions:

■     North America

■     South America

■     Europe

■     Asia

Top Line Findings
As expected, the results demonstrated that middle-mile optimization (through 
symmetric acceleration technologies) improved content-delivery speed globally:

■     52%, or 2.1 times faster globally

■     62% or 2.6 times faster in Asia

■     44% or 1.8 times faster in Europe

■     51% or 2.0 times faster in North America

■     42% in 1.7 times faster in South America
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The test illustrated an interesting result—not all middle-mile optimizations perform equally. Based on our findings, 
Limelight was the top-performing CDN when it came to accelerating the delivery of dynamic HTML content to end-users 
According to the test data, Limelight Networks Orchestrate Performance product delivered the test content:

■      36% faster than Akamai  ■      23% faster than Edgecast
■      67% faster than Amazon  ■      87% faster than Fastly

This testing also illustrated that having just a network or just acceleration technologies is not enough to optimize against 
transaction journey latency through the middle mile. True optimization requires the combination of both network and 
symmetric acceleration in order to provide a meaningful improvement to bottom-line performance.

Definitions
During an explanation of these test results, we use a number of dif ferent terms:

■          Middle mile—the point of delivery after content has been requested from the origin and has been handed off to 
the intermediary network responsible for returning the requested content to the access network through which the 
original request was made.

■          Content delivery network (CDN)—a network, whether physical or virtual, designed for delivery of content from 
origin to end-user.

■          Performance technologies—software that helps accelerate dynamic website content

■          Network optimization—configuration and other network-level changes designed to improve the delivery of 
content through the network.

■          Transaction Journey—the round-trip (from browser to origin and back) for a requested HTTP object.

How We Tested
As mentioned in the Testing Criteria Section of this whitepaper, we tested a number of CDN providers on three primary 
elements of the transaction journey:

■     Response time to the requested object
■     Time-to-first-byte
■     Time to content download

As one of the purposes of the test was to establish the benefit of optimizing the delivery of dynamic content using a 
content delivery network (CDN) with middle-mile optimization, it was necessary to select a website and page within 
that site against which to perform the test. In order to successfully benchmark dif ferent networks against each other, it 
was also important to test a website which uses multiple CDN service providers and which could be configured to be 
delivered by any additional service selected for the test.

The selected page is also important. It was critical to select an HTML object large enough to require multiple TCP 
segments to be received from the origin by the CDN, and subsequently delivered on to the testing agent’s network 
node. Testing an object of this size ensures that the ability of the service provider to effectively accelerate the middle 
mile during the TCP conversation—the connection inbetween the service provider “edge” and the website “origin”—is 
actually being tested. The page also needed to be publicly accessible and be defined as “dynamic” by the HTTP 
response headers.
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Table 1 lists four pages that meet these criteria.

 Website  URL  Page size (bytes)

 www.toysrus.com  http://www.toysrus.com/category/index.jsp?categoryId=2255961   258293

 www.asos.com  https://marketplace.asos.com/men/hats-caps   247055 
  ?WT.ac=Mktp_MW_Nav_Hats_Caps&tab=all

 www.darty.com  http://www.darty.com/nav/achat/hifi_video/home_cinema/ampli_home_cinema/  201988 
  index.html#dartyclic=X_tv-vide-home-cine_cate_ampl-home-cine

Table 1: Dynamic Object Candidate Websites

Testing a page size of those listed in Table 1 ensures that the ability of the service provider to effectively accelerate 
middle mile delivery during the TCP conversation is actually being tested, as more than one round trip between the 
Gomez testing agent and CDN (and therefore origin) is required to deliver the object.

Once we selected the dynamic object from Table 1 we setup a test employing Gomez Universal Testing Agents (UTA)5 

across four major regions: 

■      North America   ■      Europe

■      South America   ■      Asia

The test itself was carried out on a 5-minute frequency. This means that the globally distributed Gomez agents requested 
the test object from each of the selected service providers every five minutes throughout the entire 38-hour trial.

Each sequential measurement during the testing period was carried out along for steps of the transaction journey:

1.  The testing agent performs a DNS lookup of the host name specified in the URL being tested, and receives a response 
from the authoritative DNS host. The time required to complete this process is called DNS Time.

2.  The testing agent then has to negotiate a connection with the address it was given during the DNS lookup. This  
consists of a TCP “three way handshake.” If successful, the three-way handshake results in a “socket” being created 
on the service provider’s infrastructure, which the testing agent then uses to make a request for the object. The time 
required to complete this process is called Connect Time.

3.  The testing agent then sends a request for the object it is testing (the URL) to the service provider, using the connection 
established in Step 2. In our test, the service provider in turn fetched the object from the origin server and accelerated 
its delivery across the middle mile to the testing agent. When the first byte of data has been received, a measurement 
of time is recorded which is called Time to First Byte (TTFB).

4.   All of the data that makes up the object is then delivered to the testing agent from the service provider, who is in  
turn fetching it from the origin server. The time that it takes this data to be delivered is called Content Download  
Time. It is heavily influenced by how effectively the service provider can optimize the acceleration of the content across 
the middle mile and all of its TCP communications with both the origin and the testing client.

It is important to note that although steps 1 and 2 are interesting from a performance perspective, they were not factored 
into the testing results, as they do not have a significant impact on the objectives of this exploration.
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Test Results
As indicated previously, each of the providers were tested on the following criteria:

■        Response time to the requested object
■        Time-to-first-byte
■        Time to content download

This section of the whitepaper will provide details on performance of each provider in the dif ferent regions for each of 
the transaction journey elements listed above.

Normalization
Prior to beginning the test, we recognized the need to normalize the providers by ensuring that each service provider 
tested was downloading the same amount of data. Figure 2 captures the average KB downloaded by each service 
provider (Y axis) throughout the duration of the trial (X axis).6,7
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Step 1: Response Time Results 
With normalization out of the way, we can now get down to the first criteria—response time. How long does it take for  
the origin server to respond to the initial request for content? Figure 3 illustrates the global performance of all the CDN test 
subjects as an average response time in seconds (Y axis) and availability throughout the duration of the trial (X axis).

As the figure illustrates, Limelight’s average response time was best, at 0.387 seconds with an average availability score  
of 99.99%. To make a comparison, Limelight was the #1 performer globally:

■            9% faster than Akamai   ■            64% faster than Fastly
■            40% faster than Amazon   ■            51% faster than test website origin

Although Figure 2 is indicative of global performance, the test was carried out separately in all the regions identified 
previously—North America, South America, Europe, and Asia. In each of these regions, see Table 2, Limelight  
out-performed all of the CDNs tested.
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 Region  Akamai  Amazon  Edgecast  Fastly  Limelight8  Origin

 North America  .274  .399  .270  .796  .264  .454

 South America  .737  1.254  .779  1.595  .708  .992

 Europe  .431  .618  .376  .713  .368  .758

 Asia  .816  1.413  .759  2.865  .758  1.901

Table 1: Dynamic Object Candidate Websites

Step 2: Time-to-First-Byte (TTFB) 
Figure 4 illustrates the average time to first byte in seconds (Y axis) for each service provider tested throughout the  
duration of the trial (X axis) globally. In this portion of the test, Fastly was the highest performing delivery network while  
Limelight, with a time of .265 seconds, was ranked fourth.

What’s important to note, though, is that TTFB values are reasonably close for all service providers with less than  
30 milliseconds separating the four top ranked service providers indicating two things. First, that for the duration of the  
test, the content origin was performing consistently for all providers. Second, that the low dif ferential between scores  
is likely because each Gomez testing agent is the same physical distance away from the test website origin server, 
regardless of which service provider is being tested. The dif ferences in TTFB are probably due to the location of each 
service provider’s data center relative to the Gomez testing agent and origin. 
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Step 3: Time to Content Download 
The last step of the transaction journey as part of this test, Figure 5 illustrates the average content download time in 
seconds (Y axis) for each service provider tested throughout the duration of the trial (X axis) globally.

As Figure 5 illustrates, Limelight’s average content download time was best, at 0.092 seconds. To make a comparison,  
Limelight was the #1 performer globally:

■            34% faster than Akamai   ■            16% faster than Edgecast
■            67% faster than Amazon   ■            88% faster than Fastly

It’s important to note in these results that there is a clear demarcation between providers with middle-mile optimization 
(Limelight, Akamai, and Edgecast) and those without (Fastly and Amazon). On average, the dif ference between the  
two sets of provider networks was well over a 100% decrease in content download speed when using a network 
without middle-mile optimization.

Although Figure 5 is indicative of global performance, the test was carried out separately in all the regions listed 
previously—North America, South America, Europe, and Asia. In each of these regions, see Table 3, Limelight  
out-performed all of the CDNs tested.
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 Region  Akamai  Amazon  Edgecast  Fastly  Limelight

 North America  .071  .129  .064  .590  .050 

 South America  .282  .545  .274  1.082  .155 

 Europe  .142  .268  .099  .414  .078 

 Asia  .321  .689  .252  2.229  .239

Table 3: Regional Values for Request Time Amongst Tested Providers

 Provider  Akamai  Amazon  Edgecast  Fastly  

 Akamai  .425  .258  .140  .823 

 Amazon  .653  .309  .275  1.237 

 Edgecast  .394  .257  .110  .761 

 Fastly  1.097  .241  .783  2.121 

 Limelight  .387  .265  .092  .744 

Table 4: Global Aggregate Performance Results

Total Performance 
Based on the test results from each section of the transaction journey, Table 4 provides a cross-sectional analysis that 
indicates two major discoveries. First, is that there are three categories of CDNs—those with acceleration technologies 
but no network (Fastly), those with a network and no acceleration technologies (Amazon), and those with a network 
and acceleration technologies (Akamai, Edgecast, and Limelight). Second, is that Limelight Networks out-performs o 
ther providers clearly placing it #1 amongst competitive CDNs with middle-mile optimization. Note: we have used the 
global value across the three tests for each provider in the table below, not the regional values. 
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Conclusions
There are numerous opportunities for latency to occur in the transaction journey when delivering dynamic content. 
These can include DNS look-up time delays, poorly performing origin hardware, and network congestion. Many of  
the possibilities for latency are not within the purview of the content owner—if a user is having computer problems  
that impact how fast a website loads in the browser, the content owner cannot do anything about that. And if there  
are network-related complications between the origin and middle-mile network (i.e., as managed by a service provider), 
the content owner can only lodge a complaint with the bandwidth provider. Unfortunately, the transaction journey  
must traverse first, middle, and last mile for delivery.

But the content owner, with the help of a service provider, can mitigate some latency within the middle-mile through 
optimization technologies like symmetric acceleration. It is possible, then, to reduce content delivery bottlenecks with 
an optimized middle-mile.

Still it is important to note that measuring performance is a holistic endeavor. We recognize that Limelight Networks 
did not perform best in all categories of testing (i.e. Limelight Networks was ranked fourth in Time to First Byte) but  
still achieved the highest overall performance for the end goal—delivering the dynamic content. This leads us to believe 
that isolating a single measurement from one element of the transaction journey can lead to a “false positive” when 
assessing website performance. If a prospective user were to utilize only one aspect of the transaction journey upon 
which to make a serviceprovider decision, such as TTFB, they may end up selecting the provider that doesn’t provide 
the overall best optimization. It’s important that selection happen based on objective. The objective of our test wasn’t  
to determine who could get to first byte fastest. It was to determine which dynamic site acceleration provider could 
deliver the content the fastest.

Our tests revealed another interesting conclusion as well—that not all service providers offer the same level of  
optimization. As the data has shown, the delivery experience is significantly slower when pulled directly from origin  
(that is no utilization of a middle-mile network provider and no acceleration technologies). The results would seem to 
posit that the network is a critical component of the optimization benefits as the delivery experience is significantly  
slower with a provider that is only offering acceleration software than with a comparable network that integrates  
acceleration software. Yet even operators who don’t offer acceleration software also demonstrated that a network  
alone was not enough to provide the middle-mile optimization that ultimately improves performance. In fact, we can  
break down service providers into three groups, based on their impact on middle-mile delivery, that parallels impact  
on performance:

■            Those without networks but with acceleration technologies

■            Those with networks but no acceleration technology

■            Those with networks and acceleration technology

It would seem that the combination of middle-mile network ownership combined with acceleration technologies  
provides the best possible optimization for impact to website performance.

However, the data consistently shows that not all middle-mile optimization and acceleration technologies are created 
equal. Throughout the test (see Table 4), Limelight Networks demonstrated performance superiority over its competitors 
based on requests for dynamic content that required more than one round-trip to the origin9. The superior performance 
of Limelight Networks’ Orchestrate Per formance solution has been corroborated in independent third-party end-user 
performance measurements, by Cedexis (see Appendix A for details on this independent testing). When we look at 
Limelight Networks performance against the three groups, Limelight Networks (a network operator with acceleration 
technologies) outperformed its group members, Akamai and Edgecast, 10% and 3% respectively.
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Appendix 1: Testing Corroboration (Cedexis)
Independent of our own testing, a third-party organization (Cedexis) achieved similar results of CDN testing that further 
prove the conclusion of this paper—that middle-mile optimization vastly improves content delivery performance and 
that Limelight Networks consistently has the most optimized network.

Figure 6: Cedexis Testing10

As illustrated by using the median from Figure 6 (the graph is representative of the 50th percentile of the dynamic  
HTML object download), three of the five CDNs that were compared in our testing (Akamai, Edgecast, and Limelight) 
fared better than the two networks without middlemile optimization (Fastly and Cedexis Origin). What’s more, Limelight 
out performed all of the competition again:

■            5% faster than Akamai

■            8% better than Edgecast (average of their two products, ADN and Transact)

■            14% better than Fastly

■            45% better than Cedexis Origin

The measurements that Cedexis reports on were captured by their Radar product, a CDN and cloud benchmarking 
service that utilizes data captured from website users (see the section About Cedexis Radar for more information).
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1 Speed Matters: http://googleresearch.blogspot.fr/2009/06/speed-matters.html
2 HTTP Archive
3   The test did not take into account anything related to the last mile. In the interest of the objectives of this test, we stopped measuring performance 

once the content terminates at the access-network (ISP) of the requesting test agent.
4 According to several sources (Google, Aberdeen, Nielsen), 85% of mobile users expect a desktop-like web experience on their mobile device. 
5  Gomez describes the UTA as follows: “The UTA is a scalable, reliable and flexible network-centric Internet transaction monitor designed and 

implemented to independently measure URLs or transaction to completion using network protocol interactions.
6  Note: The data in Figure 2 verifies that all but one service provider downloaded an average of 40 KB. (This number fluctuates by a small number 

of bytes for each individual test.) Fastly downloaded a 246KB object on average. One possible reason for this is that Fastly may not have correctly 
requested compressed content from the test website origin.

7  Note: we also confirmed that the selected ecommerce website origin was delivering an average of 40kb.
8  Note: Limelight Networks was the only provider to reach 100% availability in this region.
9  It ’s important to note that the top-line results outlined at the beginning of this paper represent content download time over multiple trips resulting 

in the 23% to 87%. It is possible that the results might be dif ferent for single trips to the origin for smaller or static objects but this contradicts the 
changing nature of the Web as outlined in the Background section of this paper.

10  Note: the graphical representation in Figure 6 represents the median of the dataset for evaluating performance of the competitive products 
listed in the data table (the data represents the time taken to fetch the entire dynamic object from origin). The median represents a more  
statistically true representation of the data set and is fairer than taking an average.

About Cedexis
Cedexis optimizes web performance across data centers, content delivery networks (CDNs) and clouds, for companies 
that want to ensure 100% availability and extend their reach to new global markets. For more information, visit  
Cedexis.com.

About Cedexis
Cedexis Radar is a Real-User Monitoring (RUM) service that employs actual agents to measure true performance of  
CDN and related delivery services. According to the Cedexis website:

Radar data comes from the real end users of hundreds of popular websites and mobile applications. It is the most  
unbiased source of data for evaluating Cloud and CDNs. Radar community members have access to dynamic reporting 
of how their end users are being served, and how they could be served, across geography, application, and provider. 
With a pool of over 1.3 billion measurements per day, Cedexis has the world’s most accurate cloud and CDN metrics.

For more information, you can read about the Cedexis Radar methodology at http://www.cedexis.com/radar/methodology.html.


